
FHLA Board Meeting
Wednesday, August 17 at 7PM
Conference Room at CVS

Members Present: Ellen Burns, Janet Swift(7�40pm), RoseAnne Nagle,
Krenare Osmani and Manny Silva
Also present: Kathleen and Jonathan Cape
Not present:Liz Cope

VP Vacancy-LC shared with MS that she will be leaving the board due
to new job demands. Will look to fill the VP position for the remainder
of the term.

Dues:
Low response. MS will send out an email encouraging the community
to send in their contributions as it is a collective effort to take care of
our lake. Thus far, 43 households have made contributions.

Treasurer’s Report:
-Member contributions as of the week of 8/15-
$5,450 and $2,800 from extra contributions.
-The big expense in this report was the payment to P&L for the second
treatment-$ 3,669.08
Current balance: 14,328.24

Petition for Fox Hill Lake Walk Path:
-41 signatures.

29 Lakeview Drive-EB has drafted a letter that will be sent to the
director of the Health department,Ed Briggs and the board of Blight
Prevention. The letter discusses the conditions of the dwelling and the



negative impact that it has on our lake. Rats are present on the
property as observed by adjacent neighbors. All board members were in
agreement and the letter will be sent before the BP’s board meeting on
August 23.

Pond and Lake Presentation:
-We discussed having P&L make a presentation to the community to
share the plan on present and future lake treatments. It is important
that community members are educated and understand the purpose of
the treatments and the areas currently being treated. Have the
opportunity for Q&A as well.
MS will contact them to set up a date and time.

Summer Evenings with Music on the Lake:RN reported that the
neighbor would need a lot of equipment for set-up and it would not be
feasible to acquire the equipment and the place for this event.

Annual BBQ: Location was discussed for this year’s BBQ. Rita Beach
needs a lot of maintenance in terms of the vegetation growth and the
goose droppings. BBQ will be held at Bennett’s Farm Beach since it has
regular maintenance. RN brought up the idea to host a picnic during
the late spring months as a summer kick off. Everyone was in
agreement to host a spring picnic for the upcoming year.

Food-MS
Coolers and tables-RN
Advertisement-RN
Cutlery-JS
Set-up-Volunteers



Bennett’s Farm Dam-MS will send an email to ask for a few volunteers
to help seal the hole that has been leaking on and off.

Facebook Group Page-RN brought up the need to change our settings
so that members can share the posts on their own personal profiles. All
were in agreement.

Boat Stickers-MS will mail out stickers to members that requested
them.

Snapping Turtles-Katheleen and Jonathan Cape shared that since
moving into 42 Waters Edge, they regularly see snapping turtles killing
our other water friends such as the wood ducks. It is disturbing to
witness. They will research to see what can be done to control our
snapping turtle population. Relocation was discussed.

Meeting ended at 8�40PM.
Next meeting on Wednesday, September 21

Submitted by,
Krenare Osmani


